
How do you ensure that all VMs in your virtualized infrastructure are allocated the correct
resources for their workload? Allowing your users to rightsize their VMs is a great way to
minimize cost and maximize performance.

Why rightsize VMs?
There are several reasons to rightsize your VMs:

Viewing rightsizing recommendation details
for a selected VM
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Over-allocation wastes expensive server resources and decreases ROI for the
infrastructure. 
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How does rightsizing work?

Con�guring a VM with more virtual CPUs than its workload may cause slightly increased
resource usage, potentially impacting performance on very heavily loaded systems.
Common examples of this include a single-threaded workload running in a multi-vCPU
VM, or a multi-threaded workload in a VM with more vCPUs than the workload can
e�ectively use. Even if the guest operating system doesn’t use some of its vCPUs,
con�guring VMs with those vCPUs still imposes some small resource requirements that
translate to real CPU consumption on the host. 



Allocating enough memory to hold the working set of applications you will run in the VM
minimizes swap activity and the associated disk thrashing. 



Allocating more memory than required unnecessarily increases the VM memory
overhead, thus consuming memory that could be used to support more VMs. 



Over-allocation of vCPU causes performance problems on heavily loaded hosts (all
vCPUs need to be scheduled to run at the same time). 



In the VMware context speci�cally, VMs with less memory and/or fewer vCPUs provide
more opportunities for VMware DRS to migrate them in order to improve balance across
the cluster. VMs with larger memory sizes and/or more vCPUs add more constraints for
migration. It’s also easier to manually distribute and balance smaller workloads across
the available hosts. 



For managed service providers, rightsizing can increase billable resources sold to
customers.





Easily �lter a long list of recommendations
by entering text in the �lter �eld.

Embotics® vCommander™ issues CPU and memory rightsizing recommendations for VMs on
VMware vCenter and Microsoft SCVMM using performance data from the virtualization
platform (and optionally from Splunk, a performance monitoring tool). vCommander can also
rightsize Amazon EC2 VMs. In this case, vCommander issues instance type rightsizing
recommendations based on CPU performance metrics. Performance samples are taken each
night, or when manually requested by a user. You can con�gure the thresholds that trigger a
change, as well as the length of the period to analyze before recommending a change.

VM resource con�guration changes may occur outside the recommendation system, so that
recommendations are ful�lled or no longer apply. vCommander keeps track of resource
con�guration changes that occur outside the recommendation system and adjusts
recommendations accordingly.

Adding more memory to a VM can actually degrade performance of the host or cluster. For
example, on a host with 4 GB of memory, if the VMs are using all but 256 MB of that memory,
adding 512 MB to one VM on that host might cause performance issues on the host. Likewise,
adding memory to a VM that has a high ESX swap rate (indicating that the host is
overcommitted) can also cause performance issues on the host. To prevent this problem, if
the memory capacity of the host or cluster is less than two VM workloads, memory rightsizing
recommendations include a capacity warning.

Granular permissions allow you to control
what options users see.

Granular permissions
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vCommander permissions allow you to control whether Service Portal users can see upsizing
recommendations, downsizing recommendations, or both.

You can also control how users can apply a recommendation — immediately, through a
change request, or by scheduling it for later.

A flexible, easy-to-use interface

The VM Performance pane on the Service
Portal Dashboard

It’s easy to �nd, review, manage and apply rightsizing recommendations with vCommander.

A link to current rightsizing recommendations is displayed in the VM Performance pane on the
Service Portal Dashboard.

You can easily search for VMs with recommendations, using a set of rightsizing properties.

You can save your search for easy access at any time. You can schedule this search to be
emailed as a report, too.



The built-in VM Comparative Economics
report

Assessing the cost-effectiveness of rightsizing
recommendations
The VM Comparative Economics Report helps you assess the cost-e�ectiveness of rightsizing
recommendations.

Want to learn more about vCommander’s rightsizing recommendations? Check out Rightsizing
VMs in our online documentation. And stay tuned for a future blog post in which we’ll discuss
using rightsizing to control public cloud instance costs.
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